
Thought Leaders. Exclusive Experience.
When it comes to PeopleSoft Asset Lifecycle  
Management, our experience is unrivaled.  
Literally. 

MIPRO is the only consultancy in the United  
States that has been involved in the majority of  
PeopleSoft ALM deployments in North America, 
and we have assumed a position as one of the 
industry’s thought leaders on the technology.  
It’s a leadership position we take with pride and 
great responsibility.

We are even universally recognized by Oracle itself 
as the industry’s subject matter leader.

An Idea Whose Time Has Come
PeopleSoft ALM is a robust solution that enables 
organizations to prioritize assets and ensure they 

are investing in them at the proper levels to meet 
utilization, uptime and business goals. It’s the logi-
cal centerpiece to an integrated ALM solution and 
is increasingly being sought after by companies of 
all sizes. 

Like any other software solution that streamlines 
asset complexity, PeopleSoft ALM requires an 
intelligent deployment. 

What we’ll do: 

- Plan your implementation strategy. 
-  Bridge the communications gap between the 
various teams/organizations involved in an  
intelligent EAM deployment.

-  Manage your implementation from both project 
and technical standpoints.

-  Minimize technical risks by discussing all  
potential issues, decisions and dependencies.

PEOPLESOFT 
ASSET LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT  

Complexity equals cost. Most maintenance systems are disconnected 
from financial systems. Some organizations even do a decent job of 
tracking maintenance, but that information is contained to its main-
tenance team. Overall, it’s very difficult to manage maintenance from 
multiple silos. Isn’t it time for all this to change? 

Unfortunately, your maintenance operations  
won’t streamline themselves.



Do the Right Thing

Whatever your challenge, you can count on 
MIPRO to help you do the right thing. Our 
passion for our clients’ success, employing 
and inspiring the best people in the busi-
ness, and the PeopleSoft product conditions 
our every pursuit. And our laser focus on the 
PeopleSoft suite ensures that our clients get 
the exacting precision of a specialist, when 
a generalist simply won’t do.

If you have questions, let’s talk:

800-774-5187

info@miproconsulting.com
www.miproconsulting.com
www.miproconsulting.com/blog 
http://twitter.com/mipro
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PEOPLESOFT VALUE  
OPTIMIZATIONS

PEOPLESOFT ALM AT A GLANCE 

-  Benefit from the experience of the only 
consultancy in the United States that 
has been involved with the majority 
PeopleSoft ALM deployments

- Reduce complexity

-  Dramatically streamline your  
maintenance operations

-  Manage assets across their full  
service lifecycle

-  Understand how software change must 
lead to business process change

- Lower total cost of ownership

What Specialization Gets You
From a broad worldview perspective, MIPRO brings to its clients the critical components of world-class Maintenance 
Management, Asset Management, Supply Chain, business process design, implementation and technical expertise.

   - The most experienced and educated consultants in the world with respect to PeopleSoft ALM.
   -  Dedication to open, transparent teamwork and communication, which is absolutely essential to  

mitigating complexity.
   - Commitment to extensive, full-scope training and knowledge transfer.


